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DAY 1: FRIDAY 27 SEPTEMBER 

13:15 Opening Plenary Stella O’Malley

13:30 Moving Beyond WPATH (inc. Q&A) Michael Shellenberger

14:00 The Misdiagnosis Report (inc. Q&A) Mia Hughes

14:30 The Gay Rights Movement and Medical Intervention: The Good,
the Bad, and the Diabolical (inc. Q&A) Bev Jackson

15:00 Is Lesbianism an Identity? (inc. Q&A) Kathleen Stock

15:30 Coffee Break

15:45 Leaving the Cult: A Conversation with Andrew Gold

16:10 Electronic Health Records and Trans Identity (inc. Q&A) Dr. Carrie Mendoza

16:40

The Complexities of Brain Development During the Crucial Stages
of Adolescence and Young Adulthood and How Normal
Development Can Lead a Troubled Young Person into Dangerous
Territory

Dr. Julia Mason

17:05 When Perfect Storms Collide: The Ecological Origins of Youth
Gender Medicine

Dr. Kris Kaliebe

17:30

Panel discussion: Enforcing the Right to Freedom of Speech,
Research and Education in Mental Health Issues and Overcoming
Gender Identity Challenges Through Scientific-Based Research,
Treatments, and Education - Global Population Health Summit

Sven Román, Stephanie
Davies Arai BEM, Dr. Anna
Cognet-Kayem, Capucine
Lamoureux,  Prof. Peter
Pitts & Dr. Nicholas
Kardaras

18:15 Break

20:00
The Larger Civilizational Implications of the Trans Phenomenon: A
Conversation with Lionel Shriver

Genspect's 'The Bigger Picture' conference in Lisbon, Portugal, will be held from
September 27th to 29th, 2024. The event features a range of experts exploring
resolution and a way forward for everyone.

Tickets Available Now! Join us and let’s reframe the future together. Registration
opens at 12 noon

For more information click here

https://genspect.org/the-bigger-picture-lisbon/


DAY 2: SATURDAY 28 SEPTEMBER 

09:00 Reflections on the Parents of Trans-Identified Adolescents (inc.
Q&A) Dr. Stephen Levine

09:30 Why Are You Trying to Engage Me in Psychotherapy When It Is My
Body That’s the Problem? (inc. Q&A) Bob Withers

10:00 Psychoanalytic Treatment of Gender-Confused Young Men (inc.
Q&A) Marcus Evans

10:30  An Assessment Model for Family Work (inc. Q&A) Susan Evans

11:00 Coffee Break

11:15 Panel Discussion: The Limits of Psychotherapy (inc. Q&A) Stella O’Malley & Marcus
Evans

11:40 Critical Therapy Antidote: 'The Psychological Drive to Transition' Jaco Van Zyl

12:00  Working with ROGD Youth (inc. Q&A) Sasha Ayad

12:30 How Clinicians Can Challenge the Prevailing Orthodoxy of Gender
Affirmative Medicine (inc. Q&A) Dr Louise Irvine (CAN-SG)

13:00 Lunch

14:00 The Battle Ground For Children's Capacity (inc. Q&A) Sarah Phillimore

14:30 Raising Political Swords: How Denmark Is Fighting Child Sex
Change Jesper Rasmussen

14:50 The EU and Its Obsessive Policy of Gender Mainstreaming and
Gender Conditionality (inc. Q&A) Frank Furedi

15:20 Coffee Break

15:35 What Will It Take to Return to Reality? (inc. Q&A) Helen Joyce

16:05 The Act of Truth Speech in Times of Propaganda and Artificial
Intelligence (inc. Q&A) Mattias Desmet

16:35 Panel Discussion: The Culture War vs. The Legal War Claire Fox & Jan
MacVarish

17:00 Break

19:00
The Lost Boys: Searching for Manhood — Film
Showcase and Panel Discussion

Jennifer Lahl, Kallie Fell,
Graham Linehan &
Andrew Doyle



DAY 3: SUNDAY 29 SEPTEMBER 

09:00 Moving Beyond the Pain of Family Estrangement Lynn Chadwick

09:20 When a Parent Transitions Emma Thomas

09:40 Parental Trauma: What Loving Family Members Tell Us About the
Harms of Gender Ideology to Their Children (inc. Q&A) Julie Bindel

10:10 Panel Discussion: Managing Gender in the Family Shannon Thrace, Emma
Thomas & Jude Hunter

10:35 The Autism Report Christina Buttons

11:00 Coffee Break

11:15 A Culture of Desistance: Schools and Social Transition (inc. Q&A) Alex Capo

11:45 If True Trans Were a Thing, That Would Be Me Emelie Köhler

12:05 The Psychology of Detransition (inc. Q&A) Laura Becker

12:35 Analysis from a Swedish Study on Detransition Tove Solander

13:00 Lunch

14:00 The Body is the Frontline: Trans, the Military, the Body, and Dance
(inc. Q&A) Rosie Kay

14:30 The Implications of the Expanding Definition of Transgender
(inc.Q&A) Colin Wright

15:00 Gender as a Body-Modification Youth Sub(cult)ure (inc. Q&A) Eliza Mondegreen

15:30 Coffee Break

15:45 Navigating the New Puritans: A Conversation with Andrew Doyle

16:15 The Art of Disagreement (inc. Q&A) Peter Boghossian 

16:45 Some Thoughts on Our Predicament Graham Linehan

17:15 Break

19:00
Gender: A Wider Lens with Sasha Ayad and Stella O’Malley: A
Conversation with Billboard Chris



Lionel Shriver

A prolific journalist with a fortnightly column in The Spectator, Lionel
Shriver has written widely for the New York Times, the Guardian, the
London Times, Prospect, the Financial Times, Harper’s Magazine,
UnHerd, Spiked, and many other publications. Her first nonfiction
book, "Abominations: Selected Essays from a Career of Courting
Self-destruction," was published in 2022. She regards the
fetishization of transgenderism as an ominously decadent form of
societal derangement.

Michael Shellenberger - Civilization Works

Michael Shellenberger, a Time Magazine "Hero of the Environment"
and Green Book Award winner, is the Founder-President of
Environmental Progress and Public, and holds the C.B.R. Chair of
Politics, Censorship, and Free Speech at the University of Austin. He
is a best-selling author, known for works like "San Fransicko: Why
Progressives Ruin Cities" and "Apocalypse Never: Why Environmental
Alarmism Hurts Us All." Shellenberger has earned recognition for
breaking major stories, including the Twitter Files, and regularly
testifies before U.S. Congress on issues related to free speech,
censorship, and environmental policy.

Kathleen Stock - The Lesbian Project and Unherd

Kathleen Stock is a contributing writer at UnHerd, a co-director of
The Lesbian Project, and the author of 'Material Girls: Why Reality
Matters for Feminism' (Little, Brown 2021). Until 2021, she was a
Professor of Philosophy at Sussex University and has written for UK
national newspapers on a range of issues, especially on sex, gender,
and women's rights. In 2023, she was shortlisted for Columnist of the
Year by the British Society of Magazine Editors; in 2024, for Tabloid
Columnist of the Year at the Press Awards; and in 2022, she was
voted World’s Top Thinker by Prospect Magazine. She was awarded
an OBE for services to higher education in 2020.

Dr. Peter Boghossian - National Progress Alliance

Dr. Peter Boghossian is a Founding Faculty member at the University
of Austin and the Executive Director of the National Progress
Alliance. With over 25 years of teaching experience in the Socratic
method, scientific skepticism, and critical thinking, his dissertation
focused on enhancing moral reasoning among prison inmates and
aiding their resistance to crime. Boghossian is the author of "How to
Have Impossible Conversations," and his work appears in major
publications like The New York Times and The Wall Street Journal. His
efforts aim to apply philosophical tools in various contexts to tackle
complex problems.

MEET THE SPEAKERS



Helen Joyce - Sex Matters

Helen Joyce is the author of 'TRANS: When Ideology Meets
Reality,' a 2021 book that was recently reissued as 'Trans:
Gender Identity and the New Battle for Women's Rights.' This
book has been highly acclaimed and best-selling. Formerly a
senior editor at The Economist, she now directs advocacy for
Sex Matters, a human rights organization focused on sex-based
rights. Holding a PhD in mathematics, Helen also writes a column
for The Critic and runs a subscription newsletter available on her
website, thehelenjoyce.com.

Andrew Doyle

Andrew Doyle is a broadcaster, writer, and comedian. He is the
author of 'Free Speech and Why It Matters' and 'The New
Puritans: How the Religion of Social Justice Captured the
Western World.' He created the satirical character Titania
McGrath, whose show 'Mxnifesto' ran at the Edinburgh Festival
Fringe and at the Duchess Theatre in London’s West End. He is
also the author of 'Woke: A Guide to Social Justice' and 'My First
Little Book of Intersectional Activism.' He presents 'Free Speech
Nation' and 'Headliners' on GB News.

Julie Bindel - The Lesbian Project

Julie Bindel is a journalist, author, and feminist campaigner
against male violence towards women and girls. She has been
targeted by trans activists since she first wrote about the issue
of men in women's spaces in 2004.

Dr. Frank Furedi

Dr. Frank Furedi is an emeritus professor of sociology at the
University of Kent and the Executive Director of MCC Brussels, a
think tank. He has authored over 26 books focusing on cultural
developments in Western societies, including the impact of
Culture Wars on family life and education. His notable works,
such as 'The Culture of Fear' and 'How Fear Works,' explore the
dynamics of risk and fear in contemporary society. His recent
book, '100 Years of Identity Crisis,' discusses how socialization
disruptions affect young people and the generational divide.



Andrew Gold - heretics

Andrew Gold is a journalist, author, and YouTuber specializing in
cults and extreme ideologies. He will discuss the cultish elements
of gender ideology. Fluent in five languages, he has produced
and presented documentaries for the BBC and HBO.

Eliza Mondegreen

Eliza Mondegreen is a graduate student researching how online
trans communities address questions and doubts regarding
trans identity, transition, and detransition.

Susan Evans

Susan Evans, a Psychoanalytic Psychotherapist and retired
Clinical Nurse Specialist, is a Senior Fellow at the University of
East London and a former staff member at GIDS, Tavistock. She
voiced concerns about medicalized approaches to child gender
identity as early as 2005 and initiated a Judicial Review with Mrs.
A and Keira Bell in 2019. Now in private practice, she specializes
in treating children, young adults, and families dealing with
gender identity issues. Susan co-authored 'Gender Dysphoria: A
Therapeutic Model for Working with Children, Adolescents, and
Young Adults' with Marcus Evans.

Marcus Evans

Marcus Evans is a psychoanalyst who worked as a psychiatric
nurse and an adult psychotherapist for 40 years before retiring
from the NHS. He was a founding member of the Fitzjohn’s
Service for the treatment of patients with severe and enduring
mental health issues and personality disorders. He is the author
of three books: 'Making Room for Madness in Mental Health,'
'Psychoanalytic Thinking in Mental Health Settings,' and 'Gender
Dysphoria: A Therapeutic Model for Working with Children,
Adolescents, and Young Adults,' which he co-authored with his
wife, Susan Evans.



Laura Becker

Laura Becker is a detransitioner, author, and artist who speaks
internationally about her experiences with transition, detransition,
and the broader psychology of gender issues affecting young
people. Her memoir, 'Quirky Not Queer: The Detransition Journey,'
is available on her website, funkypsyche.com. 

Bev Jackson - LGB Alliance

Bev Jackson, a co-founder and trustee of the LGB Alliance, was
a founding member of the UK Gay Liberation Front in 1970 and
has supported progressive causes from anti-Apartheid to
women’s reproductive rights over the decades. She became
alarmed by the regressive turn in the gay rights movement she
had helped to establish. In 2019, she met Kate Harris, who shared
similar concerns. After Stonewall UK refused to discuss these
issues, Bev and Kate founded the LGB Alliance to reinvigorate
the LGB rights movement.

Sarah Phillimore - We Are Fair Cop and Child
Protection Resource

Sarah Phillimore, a barrister specializing in child protection law
since 1999, has operated the Child Protection Resource website
since 2014. In 2019, she joined the organization 'Fair Cop,' which
campaigns for improved police protection of freedom of speech.
Sarah is an active campaigner for the rights of women and
children and firmly believes that sex is real and it matters.

Dr. Louise Irvine - CAN-SG

Dr. Louise Irvine, co-chair of the Clinical Advisory Network on Sex
and Gender, has been a GP in London for 30 years and
previously served as a GP trainer and local program director for
GP training. An NHS campaigner and former chair of the
successful Save Lewisham Hospital Campaign, Dr. Irvine now
focuses on supporting clinicians who challenge the prevailing
gender affirmative medicine orthodoxy. She advocates for an
evidence-based approach that prioritizes harm avoidance and
improved psychosocial understanding of children and vulnerable
adults with gender dysphoria.



Bob Withers - Thoughtful Therapists

Bob Withers is a Jungian psychoanalyst, writer, and international
lecturer with a special interest in the challenges of exploring
gender-related distress psychotherapeutically. His work in the
early 1990s with a male-to-female-to-male detransitioner
highlighted the importance of psychoanalytic exploration before
medical transition. His 2015 paper, 'The Seventh Penis: Towards
Effective Psychoanalytic Work with Pre-Surgical Transsexuals,'
won the Michael Fordham Prize that year.

Graham Linehan

  Graham Linehan is an acclaimed Irish writer, director, and
producer, renowned for creating and writing beloved sitcoms
such as 'Father Ted', 'The IT Crowd', 'Black Books', and 'Count
Arthur Strong'. His work, distinguished by sharp wit and unique
humor, has earned him multiple BAFTA awards. He faced
cancellation when he began advocating for women's rights in
2017 and currently strives to raise awareness about the dangers
of gender identity ideology on his Substack, The Glinner Update.
His memoir 'Tough Crowd' was published in 2023.

Chris Elston - Billboard Chris

Chris Elston, known as 'Billboard Chris,' is a Canadian activist
recognized for his public advocacy on various social issues,
notably concerning children's rights and gender identity
discussions. He gained prominence by wearing billboards and
utilizing public spaces to spark conversations and debate.

Shannon Thrace - Genspect

Shannon Thrace is a writer, cultural critic, and IT professional
who lives for travel, good food, and summer music festivals. She
is the author of '18 Months: A Memoir of a Marriage Lost to
Gender Identity'—the story of the dissolution of her fifteen-year
relationship when her husband began to identify as transgender.
Find her musings on modern malaise and the crisis of modernity
on her Substack.



Mia Hughes - Civilisation Works

Mia Hughes is an Ottawa-based British journalist and researcher
for Michael Shellenberger's nonprofit, Environmental Progress.
She is the author of the WPATH Files report, which exposed the
widespread medical mistreatment of children, adolescents, and
vulnerable adults in WPATH's field of gender-affirming care.

Claire Fox - Academy of Ideas

  Claire Fox is the director of the Academy of Ideas, known for
fostering open public debates. She founded the Battle of Ideas
festival and the Debating Matters Competition. Additionally, she
co-founded The Academy summer school. Claire served as an
MEP for North West England before becoming Baroness Fox of
Buckley in the House of Lords in 2020. She's a visiting professor
at the University of Buckingham and a frequent media
commentator on culture and free speech. Claire has authored
books on free speech and arts funding, and writes extensively on
related topics.

Emma Thomas - Children of Transitioners and
the Killarney Group

Emma is the founder of the childrenoftransitioners.org website
and the X account @childrenoftrans. She writes and campaigns
on behalf of children of trans people, highlighting a lack of
safeguarding. Her father is a transsexual who transitioned in the
1980s while he had custody of her.

Alex Capo - The Charlton School

Alex is the Executive Director of The Charlton School in Burnt
Hills, New York, a therapeutic community for girls with mental
health challenges. With over 25 years of experience in various
therapeutic and educational settings, Alex has seen significant
shifts in the school’s approach. Between 2016 and 2020, The
Charlton School noted a surge in trans identification among
students. Initially following an affirmative approach, the school
later adjusted its methods to address a broader range of
student issues beyond just gender.



Christina Buttons

Christina Buttons is a liberal, science-oriented, independent
journalist whose writing primarily focuses on news and research
related to 'gender medicine.' She is actively conducting research
on detransitioners, with the aim of publishing her findings in
academic journals.

Tove Solander

  Tove Solander, who earned an MA in women's studies from the
University of York and a PhD in English literature from Umeå
University, teaches gender studies at Stockholm University. Her
research has ranged from art and literature to Japanese
theatre. Recently, she has focused on gender and transgender
issues, employing new methodologies. She is currently working
on a pilot study involving detransitioners as part of a broader
Nordic project and studying the evolving definitions of gender in
Swedish translation.

Sasha Ayad - Gender: A Wider Lens

Sasha Ayad, a Licensed Professional Counselor with 15 years of
experience, specializes in treating adolescents facing gender
identity issues. She questions the rise in teens identifying as trans
and advocates for non-invasive therapy over medical
transitions. Ayad co-hosts the "Gender: A Wider Lens Podcast,"
is a founding member of the Society for Evidence-based Gender
Medicine, and has co-authored "When Kids Say They’re Trans," a
guide for parents, emphasizing a psychological approach to
gender dysphoria.

Dr. Julia Mason - SEGM

Dr. Julia Mason, a pediatrician with over 30 years of experience
and a focus on pediatric gender medicine for the past five years,
is a founding board member of the Society for Evidence-based
Gender Medicine (SEGM) and an advisor to Genspect. She will
discuss the complexities of brain development during
adolescence and young adulthood, emphasizing how normal
developmental phases can lead troubled youth towards risky
decisions, particularly regarding gender development and
irreversible body modifications.



Rosie Kay - K2CO, the Rosie Kay Company

Rosie Kay (BA Hons, FRSA), trained at the London Contemporary
Dance School, founded the Rosie Kay Dance Company in 2004
and later K2CO in 2022. Her notable works include 'Romeo +
Juliet' (2021) and '5 SOLDIERS' (2010-present), which explore
military themes. She choreographed for the Commonwealth
Games Handover Ceremony (2018) and 'Sunshine on Leith' (2013).
Kay has received awards such as Best Independent Company
(2015) and co-founded Freedom in the Arts (FITA) to promote
freedom of expression. Her research focuses on the role of the
body in military and pop culture.

Dr. Kristopher Kaliebe

Dr. Kristopher Kaliebe, MD, is a Professor of Psychiatry at the
University of South Florida, Tampa, specializing in Psychiatry,
Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, and Forensic Psychiatry. A
Distinguished Fellow of the American Academy of Child and
Adolescent Psychiatry, he works primarily in university clinics,
health centers, and juvenile corrections. Dr. Kaliebe teaches
across multiple psychiatry programs at USF and has published
extensively on topics such as digital technologies, gender,
psychotherapy, and nutrition in mental health. He is concerned
about naive interventionism in medicine.

Dr. Stephen B.Levine

Dr. Stephen Levine, a Clinical Professor of Psychiatry, has been
writing articles on transgender youth care for the last seven
years. Most recently, he has published works on the
comprehensive psychiatric evaluation of these patients and
their parents.

Jaco van Zyl - Critical Therapy Antidote

Jaco van Zyl (MA, ClinPsych.), a clinical psychologist and
psychoanalytic psychotherapist originally from South Africa and
now based in Ireland, specializes in group psychology, trauma-
spectrum disorders, and mood disorders. His work, influenced by
South Africa's political history, explores group dynamics and
ideologies. He has published research on conversion therapy
and contributes to Merion West and Psychodynamic Practice.
Van Zyl co-hosts the Critical Therapy Antidote Podcast,
discussing current ideological and psychological trends.



Dr. Colin Wright - Manhattan Institute and the
Killarney Group

Dr. Colin Wright is an evolutionary biologist and a fellow at the
Manhattan Institute. He also serves as an academic advisor for
the Society for Evidence-based Gender Medicine and is a
member of The Killarney Group think tank. Since 2018, he has
written about sex and gender issues for publications such as the
Wall Street Journal and Newsweek, and has appeared on TV
shows and podcasts, including The Joe Rogan Experience and
Tucker Carlson Tonight.

Lynn Chadwick - Themis Resource Fund

Lynn Chadwick worked in neonatal intensive care as a
registered nurse for 28 years. As the mother of two trans-
identified children, she has navigated the pain of estrangement
and currently advocates for parents of ROGD kids within several
organizations.

Jude Hunter - Genspect AusNZ

Jude Hunter, a Commerce and Business graduate and mother of
five, was alarmed by the quick prescription of testosterone for
her daughter by Australian doctors without considering her
mental health. She has spent over five years researching the
societal impact of gender ideology and its harm to young
people. Advocating for a trauma-informed approach, Jude
lobbied for a Parliamentary Inquiry into Australia's gender
affirmation model, which faced significant opposition.

Jennifer Lahl - The Center for Bioethics, Culture
Nature and Genspect USA

Jennifer Lahl, founder of the Center for Bioethics and Culture,
has 20 years of experience in pediatric nursing and hospital
administration. She specializes in the intersection of science,
technology, and medicine, particularly in assisted reproductive
technologies. An award-winning filmmaker, Lahl has produced 11
documentaries, including three on transgender issues, one of
which is 'The Lost Boys: Searching for Manhood.' Her book, 'The
Detransition Diaries,' tied to her film 'The Detransition Diaries:
Saving Our Sisters,' is now available.



Emelie Köhler - The Trans Train and Detransinfo

Emelie Köhler is a detransitioned woman from Sweden. She first
appeared in the documentary series 'The Trans Train' and has
since become a public figure in Swedish media, raising criticism
around gender ideology and the medicalization of gender
dysphoria. She administers the website Detransinfo.se and is
working to build an advocacy network consisting of others who
have been harmed by gender ideology. Emelie will discuss her
own experience and what she believes is crucial for us to focus
on when helping young people seeking assistance for gender
dysphoria.

Mattias Desmet

Mattias Desmet, a leading expert on mass formation theory
related to COVID-19, is a clinical psychology professor at Ghent
University, Belgium, and a practicing psychotherapist. His work,
featured in Forbes, The New York Post, and Fox News, includes
over a hundred peer-reviewed papers and several books.
Desmet has received significant accolades, including the
Evidence-Based Psychoanalytic Case Study Prize and the Wim
Trijsburg Prize from the Dutch Association of Psychotherapy.

Dr. Jan Macvarish - Free Speech Union

Dr. Jan Macvarish is the Education and Events Director of the
Free Speech Union (FSU), a non-partisan group founded by
journalist Toby Young in 2020 that has grown to nearly fourteen
thousand members with a 70% success rate in casework.
Previously, she was a sociologist at the University of Kent and
Birkbeck, University of London, specializing in interpersonal
relationships, parenting, and family dynamics. She authored
'Neuroparenting: The Expert Invasion of Family Life' and co-
authored 'Parenting Culture Studies.

Jesper Rasmussen

Jesper Waldvogel Rasmussen, chairman of the Danish Rainbow
Council and a vocal critic of gender ideology, began his
advocacy five years ago due to concerns about Denmark’s
health system. In 2022, he co-founded the Council, setting 12
political goals and actively challenging gender policies in
Denmark. The organization quickly became influential and has
expanded into Norway and Iceland, creating the Nordic
Rainbow Council.



Carrie D. M endo za - Genspect USA

Dr. Carrie D. Mendoza, MD, Director of Genspect US and an
Emergency Medicine physician with over 20 years of experience
in various hospital settings, treats a range of conditions from
snakebites to gunshot wounds to COVID-19. She brings a critical
perspective on how healthcare bureaucracy can propagate
harmful policies. Dr. Mendoza will discuss her insights from the
opioid epidemic to shed light on the medicalization of gender
ideology and strategies to mitigate its adverse effects.

Stella O'Malley - Genspect

Stella O'Malley is the founder and director of Genspect. She first
became well-known for her work in gender issues with the 2018
documentary, 'Trans Kids: It’s Time To Talk.' Moved by how many
families were impacted by gender dysphoria, Stella founded the
Gender Dysphoria Support Network to help parents access
appropriate support. Alongside Sasha Ayad, Stella co-hosts the
popular podcast 'Gender: A Wider Lens,' and is also the co-
author of 'When Kids Say They’re Trans: A Guide for Thoughtful
Parents.'

Global Population Health Summit (GPHS)

Thank you to the Global Population Health Summit (GPHS) for
sponsoring their panel members to attend the conference.

Standard Admission €495.00

Group Package for 5 €1856.25

Online Standard €95.00

Online Membership €71.25

Online Group €356.25

Exclusive Benefits for Friends of Genspect

25% Off Standard Admission: As a Friend of
Genspect, you are entitled to a significant
discount on our standard in-person
conference ticket, reducing the price from
€495.00 to just €371.25.
 Not yet a Friend? Join now to immediately
enjoy these benefits and more at our
upcoming conference in Lisbon.

Additional Ticket options

Secure Your Spot Now! Book your tickets today and be a
part of this transformative event. Visit here to register

Accessibility Options

If you wish to attend our conference in Lisbon or online but are concerned about
affordability, please don't hesitate to request a concessionary or free ticket. Contact us at
info@genspect.org for more information and assistance.

Scan here to view
 our website

https://buy.stripe.com/bIYaIf8JF47wfDy4gk
https://genspect.org/the-bigger-picture-lisbon/
mailto:info@genspect.org


The Gender Dysphoria Support Network (GDSN) is an international group that
supports families of individuals affected by gender dysphoria. GDSN offers support
groups where relatives and friends can share experiences and resolve common
challenges. The main goal is to help families impacted by gender dysphoria
through regular meetings that provide information, understanding, and
encouragement. Small group settings ensure everyone has a chance to speak.

Launched in June 2022 by Genspect, Beyond Trans provides funding for
therapeutic support for people who have been harmed by medical transition,
including support for desisters, detransitioners, and disenchanted trans individuals.
Beyond Trans services include a directory of therapists who prioritize a non-
medical pathway for gender dysphoria; funding for one-to-one counseling;
therapeutic support groups; life skills courses; and informational webinars.

Stats for Gender is a resource created by Genspect to provide accurate and
reliable data about gender-related issues. It aims to counter the widespread
misinformation by offering clear, well-categorized, and jargon-free statistics and
facts. Stats for Gender helps parents, professionals, and individuals questioning
their gender to access trustworthy information, ensuring informed decision-making
and a broader understanding of gender dynamics.

Themis is an organization that connects detransitioned plaintiffs in the United
States with attorneys who are willing to take their cases, helping them fund
litigation to seek compensation for injuries resulting from affirmative gender
treatment. Working in alliance with Genspect, Themis relies on and welcomes
donations to support its mission. Themis is recognized as a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt
public charity.

Parents with Inconvenient Truths about Trans (PITT) is a platform where parents
share their first-hand experiences with gender ideology. The site publishes stories
daily (Monday to Friday) and sends a weekly recap of essays along with other
media recommendations every Saturday. PITT welcomes global contributions and
encourages parents to submit their stories via Pitt@genspect.org.

"Gender: A Wider Lens" is a podcast hosted by therapists Stella O'Malley and
Sasha Ayad, now in its fourth year. The podcast explores psychological and
cultural forces behind gender social changes through interviews with researchers,
doctors, therapists, parents, detransitioners, and more. Stella and Sasha offer
insightful discussions, making the podcast essential for understanding today's
gender issues. Notable guests include Helen Joyce, Jesse Singal, Leor Sapir,
Kathleen Stock, Jamie Reed, and Peter Boghossian.

www.genspect.org

Genspect Supports

https://x.com/genspect
https://www.facebook.com/Genspect
https://www.linkedin.com/company/genspect
https://www.youtube.com/@Genspect
https://www.instagram.com/genspectinternational/
https://statsforgender.org/
https://www.pittparents.com/
https://www.pittparents.com/
https://themisresourcefund.org/
https://themisresourcefund.org/
https://beyondtrans.org/

